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An Analysis of the Ampacity and Capital Costs for Underground 
High Voltage Power Cable Construction Methods 

 
 

Abstract. This study aimed to evaluate the ampacity and costs of different high voltage underground cable methods (cylindrical duct bank vs. square 
tunnel). The standards of Metropolitan Electricity Authority (MEA) of Thailand innovative approach to reduce road impact were used. Simulations for 
115 kV cables showed that the maximum ampacity for cylindrical duct bank method was 523 A (flooding), and 509 A (non-flooding) while that of the 
square tunnel method was 445 A (flooding), and 405 A (non-flooding). Costs analysis were $573,446 per circuit for the cylindrical duct bank method 
and $404,363 per circuit for the square tunnel method.  
 
Streszczenie. Celem tego badania była ocena obciążalności prądowej i kosztów różnych metod podziemnych kabli wysokiego napięcia 
(cylindryczny zespół kanałów vs. tunel kwadratowy). Wykorzystano standardy Metropolitan Electricity Authority (MEA) Tajlandii, innowacyjne 
podejście do zmniejszania wpływu na drogę. Symulacje dla kabli 115 kV wykazały, że maksymalna obciążalność prądowa dla metody cylindrycznej 
wiązki przewodów wynosiła 523 A (zalanie) i 509 A (bez zalania), natomiast dla metody tunelu kwadratowego wyniosła 445 A (zalanie) i 405 A 
(niezalanie). powódź). Analiza kosztów wyniosła 573 446 USD na obwód w przypadku metody z kanałem cylindrycznym i 404 363 USD na obwód w 
przypadku metody z tunelem kwadratowym. (Analiza obciążalności prądowej i kosztów inwestycyjnych metod budowy podziemnych kabli 
elektroenergetycznych wysokiego napięcia) 
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Introduction 
In contemporary times, the transmission line systems in 

electrical power networks play a pivotal role in catering to 
the needs of end-users. In sprawling urban centers, the task 
of procuring electricity from external sources and 
subsequently transmitting it to central areas for equitable 
load distribution remains paramount. With the swift 
expansion of urban areas and escalating energy 
consumption rates, the conventional transmission line 
systems face challenges. To address these challenges, the 
deployment of underground cables has emerged as a viable 
alternative to conventional methods, such as direct burial, 
semi-direct burial, open cut, horizontal direction drilling 
(HDD), pipe jacking, and tunneling [1, 2].In order for the 
operational system to function effectively, advancements in 
the transportation sector, material technology, and 
electronic devices play a crucial role as they require electric 
power to operate. The optimal condition of the grid 
necessitates energy management, which involves both 
preparation and control. 

To effectively manage the power services, it is essential 
to highlight the key features of the electrical system. In 
Thailand, the power service providers are structured into 
three distinct organizations. These entities consist of the 
Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand (EGAT), the 
Metropolitan Electricity Authority (MEA) of Thailand, and the 
Provincial Electricity Authority of Thailand (PEA). 
Specifically, MEA caters to the electrical system service 
provision in central regions such as Bangkok, Nonthaburi, 
and Samut-Prakan province [3].  Previously, researchers  
have demonstrated using XLPE cable in direct burial  
applications [4] .The direct burial offers the advantage of 
rapid installation, and the XLPE cable can effectively 
transfer heat to the soil, which is associated with high 
ampacity.  

However, the XLPE cable can be easily damaged by 
physical factors. To install underground cables using the 
open-cut method, a reinforced concrete covering is applied 
over High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE) and metal conduit. 
This approach is commonly chosen for installation in rural 
and spacious urban areas. The open-cut method serves as 
a safeguard against mechanical damage [5]. On the other 

hand,  (Horizontal Directional Drilling) HDD method has 
been employed for the construction of underground power 
cables to navigate obstacles or cross rivers [6, 7]. However, 
this approach necessitates precise positioning at the 
opposite manhole. 

The tunneling method has been adopted for the 
construction of tunnels to accommodate large-scale power 
cables. This approach is well-suited for numerous electrical 
circuits and long-distance transmission line systems. One of 
the advantages of the tunneling method is the provision of 
ventilated air within the tunnels [8, 9].Meanwhile, the capital 
cost is higher and construction period is long. Pipe jacking 
method is used for utility support such as cold water, 
telecommunication, wastewater drainage system, electrical 
power system, etc. [10].The primary construction approach 
utilized is pipe jacking, a widely favoured technique 
renowned for its substantial reduction in traffic and public 
disturbances. Pipe jacking method effectively prevents 
mechanical stress and enhances strength of infrastructure. 
Key determinants, including cable ampacity and 
construction methods, significantly impact project costs. 
Hence, conducting an ampacity study for the installation 
method is crucial to   ensuring reliable power system 
design.  Furthermore, both internal and external heat 
sources have directly influence on the ampacity of the 
XLPE cable. The internal heat sources  include conductor 
temperature, cable void space, cable jacket, conduit void 
space, conduit material, reinforced concrete duct bank, soil 
properties, and ambient temperature, as outlined in 
reference [11].  Determinants of XLPE cable ampacity 
heavily rely on heat dissipation. The dimensions of duct 
banks directly influence XLPE cable heat dissipation [12]. 
Modifying cable spacing can decrease heat accumulation in 
XLPE cables. Furthermore, altering cable arrangement can 
reduce conductor heat storage. Consequently, flat formation 
arrangement  results in higher ampacity than trefoil 
formation [13]. The impact of ambient temperature on 
conductor cooling is significant. If the ambient temperature 
is high, the ampacity of the XLPE cable will be reduced [14]. 
Heat flow during fires has been presented by using the wire 
heat flow during excessive thermal conditions with fire 
conditions to understand copper conductor heat flow. Model 
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developed to estimate wire temperature based on heating 
time and distance from heat source [15]. Heat exchange in 
cables was discussed by the heat exchange in cables 
exceeding permissible temperatures. The temperature 
model of electrical cable was used by distributed 
parameters based on exposure duration and distance from 
heat source [16].The paper discusses the temperature 
restriction called the 2 K-criterion for the installation of 
submarine cables in the German North Sea or Baltic Sea, 
which limits the heating of the seabed by the cable losses to 
2.0 K. This criterion has significant effects on cable design, 
requiring greater laying depths and potentially more 
expensive cables with larger conductor cross-sections 
[17].The formation of dry zones around underground cables 
decreases their capacity by a factor of 0.87 to 0.96, 
depending on the type of soil. This factor is defined as the 
derating factor. The drying zone in backfill starts at different 
temperatures and velocities depending on the type of soil 
and the weight percentage of silt. The time required for the 
formation of the dry zone is longer for sand samples 
containing silt compared to those without silt. The velocity of 
the movement of the dry zone is also slower in sand with silt 
[18].The paper presents an optimal RC ladder-type 
equivalent circuit for the representation of the soil for 
dynamic thermal rating of underground cable installations, 
which is compatible with the International Electrotechnical 
Commission thermal-electric analog circuits for cables. The 
model has been optimized through a comprehensive 
parametric analysis and it has been determined that a 
model of order five can represent all typical transients on 
common installations. The model represents a relevant 
improvement to the available operation and monitoring tools 
for underground cables, making them more efficient and 
robust [19].The effect of changing cable arrangements near 
a substation and the two-point bonding of sheaths on the 
calculations of circulating current sheath loss factors and 
resulting circuit ratings. The calculations of complex 
impedance matrix formulations (CIM) were used calculation 
of sheath loss factors in cross-bonded systems that related 
by the potential hazardous effect of neglecting the change 
in cable arrangements at the terminations on the calculated 
circulating current sheath loss factors and circuit ratings 
[20].Mathematical model for XLPE insulated underground 
power cable was represented by behaviour considering 
factors such as dielectric losses, ambient temperature, and 
cable core resistance [21]. Factors influencing of power 
cable was most affected current-carrying capacity including 
soil parameters, external heat, and cable positioning [22]. 
The underground power cables with intersections methods 
have been considered safe design to achieve rated 
currents-carrying capacity with minimizing the effects of 
combined heat [23]. 

Meanwhile, soil moisture can increase the cable 
ampacity. On the contrary, the  larger the depth of the 
underground power cables, the greater distance for cooling 
and the lower the ampacity of the cable [24].Conversely, 
precipitation can reduce soil heat resistance, enabling 
underground cables to support heavier loads over a brief 
span [25]. Additionally, the dimensions of duct banks play a 
crucial role in influencing ampacity, construction costs, and 
cable losses [26].In addition, the heat removal of 
underground cables using Hydronic Asphalt Pavement 
(HAP) and Hydronic Concrete Pavement (HCP) has been 
studied and improved by using backfill material. Backfill 
material has also been replaced with a higher thermal 
conductivity material for the cable to conduct maximum 
current. Although HAP and HCP are needed to increase the 
ampacity of the underground power cables, they raise the 
construction cost. Meanwhile,  the payback period is short 

[27, 28]. However, the challenges of cylindrical duct bank 
using the pipe jacking method limitation on the number of 
circuits, impact on the electrical system, and traffic area 
restoration. Consequently, considering the congested traffic 
conditions as depicted in Figure 1, the square tunnel using 
the pipe jacking method is chosen to moderate the impact 
from the cylindrical duct bank. 

In the context of Bangkok, Thailand, the construction of 
underground power cables is of considerable significance. 
This paper aims to explore an effective method for 
addressing the inherent challenges in this construction 
process, with a specific focus on reducing construction 
costs and optimizing ampacity. To achieve this, a 
comprehensive was performed on various methods for 
constructing underground power cables and their respective 
impacts on construction expenses and ampacity 
performance assessed. 

The subsequent sections of this paper are organized as 
follows: Section 2 delves into the formulation of the 
problems at hand. Section 3 details the proposed approach 
and provides an illustrative case study showcasing its 
application. Section 4 presents the outcomes of simulations, 
offering empirical evidence of the method's efficacy. Finally, 
Section 5 presents our conclusions, drawn from the study's 
findings, emphasizing the significance of our proposed 
approach within the context of underground power cable 
construction. 

 

Fig.1. Road traffic heavily influences the transmission line 
construction in urban areas  
 
Analysis of Underground Power Cables 

This research is performed using the finite element 
method (FEM) and a 2D steady-state thermal analysis. The 
FEM equations are expressed as follows [27, 28]: 

(1)      . . 0v

T T
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The volume power of heat source in the cable conductor 
can be shown as follows [27, 28]. 

(2)         2ac cp

v
c
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Large computational domain uses the zero-heat flux 
boundary condition, consisting of the left, bottom and right 
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sides. The zero heat flux can be expressed by the following 
equation [27, 28]. 

(3)      0
T
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n





 

The ability of a high-voltage underground cable to carry 
current is influenced by several factors, including the 
number of cables, the types of cables used, cable 
construction, materials, the cable placement in the ground, 
and the arrangement of cable bonding. The equation that 
determines the cable current-carrying capacity takes into 
account both steady-state and transient conditions. This 
paper focused on the steady-state condition for buried 
cables, without considering moisture migration, which is 
represented by Equation (4). Additionally, the paper also 
addressed the condition with moisture migration, and the 
corresponding equation is represented as equation (13). 
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where R is the ac resistance per unit length of the conductor 

at the maximum operating temperature. Wc, Wd, sW , and 

Wa 
 represent the conductor, dielectric, sheath, and armor 

losses in W/m, respectively. T1 is the thermal resistance per 
unit length between one conductor and sheath. T2 is the 
thermal resistance per unit length of the bedding between 
sheath and armor. T3 is the thermal resistance per unit 
length of the external serving of the cable.  T4is the thermal 
resistance per length between the cable surface and the 

surrounding medium. 1 is the sheath loss factor. 2 is the 

armor loss factor. n is the number of load-carrying 
conductor in the power cables. 

The heat transfer in the cable is expressed by the 
internal and external condition as follows. 
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Therefore, equation (4) becomes. 

(7)       4c t d dn W T W T W T     

where tW are the total losses generated in the cable 

defined by: 

(8)      1 21t t d c dW W W W W        

The T can be computed by equation (5), which is 
provided by an equivalent cable thermal resistance. 
Therefore, the internal resistance of the cable is depended 
on the cable construction method. Meanwhile, the external 
thermal resistance depends on the properties of the 
surrounding medium on the overall cable diameter. 
Therefore, the thermal resistance of the power cable is 
related to the thermal resistance per unit length between 
the cable surface and the surrounding medium T4  as 
follows. 
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where T4 is the thermal resistance of the air or liquid 
between the cable surface and the duct internal surface. T4

''
4T is the thermal resistance of the duct itself. T4is the 

external thermal resistance of the duct. Those are 
expressed as follows. 
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where U , V and Y  constants are defined by referring to 
IEC 60287 standard. In this case, the pipe jacking method 
used fiber duct in concrete and can be defined by 5.2, 0.91 
and 0.010, respectively. 
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where    represents the thermal resistivity of duct material. 
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So, the cable current rating equation of the condition 
with moisture migration (Equation (4)) can be modified by 

adding the terms:   1 x    and 4T  for 4T , 

respectively. 
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Economic analysis 
 The cost of constructing underground power cables is 
divided into direct and indirect costs. However, determining 
the indirect cost can be challenging due to various 
uncontrollable parameters such as site facilities, interest 
expenses, duty stamps, land rental, and more. The direct 
cost, which encompasses materials, machinery, and labour, 
plays a pivotal role in the construction process. The capital 
cost can be mathematically represented as equation (14). 

(14)      Capital Cost DC IDC   

where DC  is the direct cost and IDC  is the indirect cost. 

 

 
Fig.2. Structure of the underground power cables 

 
Underground Power Cables 

In this paper, the focus was on a 115 kV transmission 
line utilizing an 800 sq.mm. power cable specification, 
which was employed for the purpose of transitioning from 
an overhead line to an underground system. The ongoing 
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construction of MEA's Ratchadaphisek-Rama 9 project 
served as the context for this study. The structures and 
parameters related to the underground power cables are 
illustrated in Figure 2 and outlined in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Material thermal resistance 

Structure Material 
Thermal Resistance 

( /K m W ) 

Conductor Copper 2.5E-3 

Conductor shield XLPE 3.50 

Insulation XLPE 3.50 

Insulation shield XLPE 3.50 

Metallic shield Copper 2.50E-3 

Water barrier Aluminum 4.20E-3 

Over sheath PE 3.50 

RTRC Conduit Fiber glass 4.80 

Air space Air 40.00 

Concrete pipe Concrete 1.00 

Mortar grouting Concrete 1.00 

Cable racks Steel 13.00E-3 

Soil Soil 1.00 

Water Water [29] 0.001 
 

Underground power cables installation 
The underground power cables installation is a crucial 

point in reality, especially if the site location is in a big city 
that is linked by underground power cables on a regular 
basis. The traffic in roads and location are the main 
problems for selecting the installation method of the 
underground power cables. The transmission line system 
can be presented by the MEA’s transmission line system 
that consists of 1) terminal station, 2) transmission line, and 
3) substation. This research focused on the underground 
duct banks between the terminal station and the substation, 
as shown in Figure 3. 

Substation Substation

Terminal 
Station

Terminal 
Station

Substation Substation

Terminal 
Station

Terminal 
Station

Substation Substation Customer
Substation

CB CB

CB CB

CB CB CB

CB

CB

CB

CB

Circuit Breaker (CB) Open

Circuit Breaker (CB) Close

Underground Transmission Line 
69, 115 kV

Focus point 

 

Fig.3. Single line diagram of the underground transmission line 
system 

The focus point in Figure 3 is presented in Figure 4. The 
electric manhole and the concrete duct banks are the main 
structures of the underground duct banks. The electric 
manhole is essential both during and after construction. A 
manhole is used to install a pipe jacking machine during the 
construction period. After the construction of the manhole is 
completed, it is used as the cable connection point. 
Excavation of the road surface for the construction of 
manholes affects the traffic and people and may cause 
serious accidents.  

 This study focused on the cylindrical duct bank and 
square tunnel concrete to evaluate the ampacity and cost of 
underground power cables installation. The cylindrical duct 
bank was constructed by the pipe jacking method with 
Reinforced Thermosetting Resin Conduit (RTRC) as shown 
in Figure 4. 

Manhole
(3.3 x 6.0 m)

Manhole
(3.3 x 6.0 m)

Cylindrical duct bank 
or square tunnel

Road surface

Every span @200 m.

-4.0 m.

 

Fig.4. Construction of the underground power cables in Thailand by 
using the pipe jacking method  

 The cylindrical duct bank is constructed with cylindrical 
concrete pipes. The construction process consists of: 1) 
Installing concrete pipe by pipe jacking method, 2) Installing 
RTRC within the concrete pipes, and grouting mortar 
concrete to fill the gap around the RTRC, as shown in 
Figure 4. The concrete duct banks were constructed with 
this method, as shown in Figure 5. 

Road surface

4.0 m.

1.8 m.Mortar
Concrete

RTRC

  
a) Trefoil formation cable  
     arrangement

b) cylindrical duct bank installation   
    fields 

Fig.5. Cylindrical duct bank for the underground power cable 
installation  

 

 Meanwhile, the square tunnel is constructed with 
square concrete pipes. In contrast, the square tunnel uses 
cable racks for supporting underground power cables and 
does not add concrete mortar inside the pipe. The concrete 
pipes are installed 4 m. below the traffic surface, which has 
the same pattern as the cable trench of the substation, as 
shown in Figure 6. 

 
 

Fig.6. Square tunnel for the underground power cable installation 

The study of square tunnel in this research considered 
the arrangements of flat and trefoil power cables. Flat cable 
arrangement formation had 6 conductors per circuit, 
providing space for a power cable of 24 kV and 
communication cables, as shown in Figure 5. The square 
tunnel could support a maximum of 4 transmission lines. 
Trefoil cable arrangement formation had 6 conductors per 
circuit, providing space for a power cable of 24 kV and 
communication cables, the square tunnel could support a 
maximum of 6 transmission lines, as shown in Figure 7. 
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Fig.7. Cable arrangement of square tunnel for the underground 
power cable installation 
 

Case Study 
The case study of simulation was performed using the 

finite element method. At the same time, the costs of 
construction from the price collection and procedure of the 
construction project were calculated. Therefore, the case 
study can be defined as follows: 

Case 1: Reliability verification of the finite element 
method (FEM) compared to MEA's standard ampacity. 

Case 2:  Simulating the heat effect on the ampacity of 
the power cables installed in the cylindrical duct bank and 
the square tunnel in non-flooding conditions with flat and 
trefoil arrangements of power cables. 

Case 3: Simulating the heat effect on the ampacity of 
the power cables installed in the cylindrical duct bank and 
the square tunnel in flooding conditions with flat and trefoil 
arrangements of power cables. 

Case 4: Comparing the simulation results of the power 
cables installed inside the cylindrical duct bank and the 
square tunnel of the cable arrangement for each formation 
in the case of non-flooding and flooding conditions. 

Case 5: The comparison of cost calculation between the 
cylindrical duct bank and the square tunnel. 

 

Simulation and Results 
To confirm the adequacy of the simulation of each case 

study, its verification was made using numerical simulation 
in the software and data correction can be presented as 
follows. 

Case 1:  
The ampacity simulation comparison to the MEA's 

standard revealed that the simulation result was remarkably 
close to the standard value [30]. The simulation results are 
shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 presents the ampacity values for 800 sq.mm. 
115 kV power cables, categorized by the number of 
conductors. The ampacity values are provided for both 
MEA's standard and finite element method (FEM) 
calculations. The comparison highlighted the following 
percentage errors between the two methods: -0.24% for 6 
conductors, 1.67% for 12 conductors, 1.06% for 18 
conductors, and 0.99% for 24 conductors. 

Table 2. Ampacity of the power cables 800 sq.mm. 115 kV 
Number 

of 
conductors 

Ampacity (A) 
% Error 

MEA’s standard FEM 

6 831 829 -0.24 

12 658 669 1.67 

18 564 570 1.06 

24 504 509 0.99 
 

Case 2:  
The simulation results of the underground power cables 

installed inside the cylindrical duct bank and the square 
tunnel were discussed in the non-flooding condition. The 

simulation results showed that the power cables installed in 
the cylindrical duct bank carried the highest load because 
the power cables were enclosed by concrete, which has low 
thermal resistance. On the other hand, the power cables 
installed inside the square tunnel arranged a trefoil cable 
formation bore the least electrical load because the heat 
accumulated between the cables and poor heat transfer 
due to the surrounding air of the power cables having a high 
thermal resistance. At the same time, the power cable 
installed inside the square tunnel arranged in a flat cable 
formation carried more electrical loads because no heat 
accumulated between the power cables. The simulation 
results are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Ampacity comparison of the power cables, installation of 
cylindrical duct bank and square tunnel at non-flooding condition 

Number 
of conductors 

Ampacity (A) 

Cylindrical duct bank Square tunnel 

Trefoil Flat Trefoil 

6 829 748 725 

12 669 652 637 

18 570 532 520 

24 509 494 483 

30 - - 426 

36 - - 405 
 

Table 3 offers a comprehensive ampacity comparison 
for power cables in two distinct settings: a cylindrical duct 
bank and a square tunnel, both operating under non-
flooding conditions. Ampacity values were detailed across 
varying conductor quantities and cable configurations. The 
cylindrical duct bank setup yielded ampacity figures ranging 
from 829 A to 509 A, correlating with an increased number 
of conductors. In contrast, a comparison between two cable 
configurations: trefoil and flat was presented in the square 
tunnel condition presents. Ampacity values for the square 
tunnel spanned from 725 to 405 A, demonstrating an 
ascending pattern with greater conductor counts. Notably, 
specific values for 30 and 36 conductors were absent in the 
square tunnel context. 
 The thermal simulation results for power cables installed 
in both the cylindrical duct bank and the square tunnel were 
examined under non-flooding conditions. The simulation 
findings revealed that power cables in the cylindrical duct 
bank exhibited lower heat generation. Conversely, power 
cables installed in the square tunnel with a trefoil cable 
arrangement resulted in higher heat generation. 
Simultaneously, power cables arranged in a flat 
configuration within the square tunnel experienced less heat 
generation compared to one with the trefoil configuration. 
The corresponding simulation results are illustrated in 
Figure 8.  
 

 
Fig.8. Conductor temperatures at various ampacity of different 
installations in non-flooding conditions 
 

Case 3:  
This section delves into the simulation outcomes of 

underground power cables installed in a cylindrical duct 
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bank and a square tunnel in flooding conditions. The results 
revealed that power cables in the square tunnel, arranged 
in a flat cable configuration, bore the highest load due to 
water immersion, resulting in low thermal resistance. 
Conversely, the trefoil cable arrangement in the square 
tunnel exhibited a lower ampacity than one with the flat 
configuration. In contrast, power cables in the cylindrical 
duct bank carried a minimal electrical load due to the higher 
thermal resistance of concrete compared to water. The 
corresponding simulation results are detailed in Table 4. 

Table 4. The ampacity comparison of the power cables installed in 
the cylindrical duct bank and the square tunnel in flooding 
conditions 

Number 
of conductor 

Ampacity (A) 

Cylindrical duct bank Square tunnel 

Trefoil Flat Trefoil 

6 912 1,112 1,108 

12 697 811 810 

18 590 668 600 

24 523 579 577 

30 - - 478 

36 - - 445 
 

 The thermal simulation results of the power cables 
installed in the cylindrical duct bank and the square tunnel 
were discussed in the flooding conditions. The simulation 
results showed that the power cables installed in the square 
tunnel and arranged in the flat cable formation had the least 
heat. On the other hand, the power cables installed in the 
cylindrical duct bank had higher heat. At the same time, the 
power cables installed in the square tunnel and arranged in 
the trefoil cable formation had higher heat than one with the 
flat cable formation. The simulation results are shown in 
Fig. 9. 

 
Fig.9. Conductor temperatures at various ampacity of different 
installations in flooding conditions 
 

Case 4: 
 Figure 10 illustrates the computational domain utilized 
for the cylindrical duct bank simulation, while Figure 11 
displays the finite element mesh within this domain. An 
automated mesh approach was adopted due to minimal 
mesh size impact on temperature results. The arrangement 
of power cables within the cylindrical duct bank shown in 
Figure 12 had a three-phase power system, with two 
conductors per circuit and four circuits. The blank conduits 
accommodated 24 kV power and communication cables. 
Simulation outcomes revealed heat concentration on the 
inner conductor due to neighboring conductor blockage, 
resulting in poor heat dissipation. Furthermore, heat 
dispersed more profoundly into the deep soil layer than the 
surface, which is attributed to the lower temperature of the 
former. Notably, a conductor temperature of 90°C, in line 
with cable ratings, supported 509 A under non-flooding and 
523 A during flooding conditions. 

 
 

Fig.10. Dimension of the computational domain for the cylindrical 
duct bank 

 
Fig.11. Finite element mesh generated within the portion of the 
domain in Fig.10 
 

 
 
Fig.12. Simulation results of temperature for the cylindrical duct 
bank installation 
 

 Figure 13 depicts the computational domain utilized for 
the square tunnel simulation, while Figure 14 showcases 
the finite element mesh generated within a specific portion 
of this domain. An automated meshing approach was 
adopted due to the minimal impact of mesh size on 
temperature outcomes. The arrangement of power cables 
within the square tunnel is illustrated in Figure 15, which 
had a three-phase power system with two conductors per 
phase and a total of six circuits. The empty cable racks 
supported both 24 kV power cables and communication 
cables. Simulation results revealed that heat generation 
within the conductor significantly accumulated in the cables 
arranged in a trefoil formation. This setup presented 
challenges in dissipating the accumulated heat outward. 
Additionally, heat dispersion into the deep soil layer was 
more pronounced compared to the surface due to the lower 
temperature of the deeper soil. Considering cable ratings, a 
conductor temperature of 90°C supporting an ampacity of 
405 A during non-flooding conditions increased to 445 A in 
flooding conditions. 
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Fig.13. Dimension of the computational domain for the square 
tunnel 
 

 
Fig.14. Finite element mesh generated within the portion of the 
domain in Fig.13 

 
 
Fig.15. Simulation results of temperature for the square tunnel 
installation 
Case 5:  
 This paper calculated the capital cost at a distance of 
1,000 m for comparison. The construction of the cylindrical 
duct bank and the square tunnel require different materials 
and processes. The study results showed that the 
cylindrical duct bank used RTRC to support the power 
cables and was covered by concrete mortar. On the 
contrary, the square tunnel used the cable racks and the 
cable cleats instead. The load-bearing behavior of the 
cylindrical concrete pipe was stronger than that of the 
square concrete pipe. Therefore, the square concrete pipe 
needed to be reinforced with steel to yield the same 
strength, making it more expensive than the cylindrical 
concrete pipe. 
 Table 5 presents a breakdown of costs for two methods 
of implementing an underground power cable system: a 
cylindrical duct bank and a square tunnel. The costs were 
expressed in US dollars ($). The cost calculation assumed 
an exchange rate of 33.46 Thai baht to $1. It was observed 
that the cylindrical duct bank option was more cost-effective 
compared to the square tunnel. The cylindrical duct bank 

had the capacity to support transmission lines of 115 kV for 
up to 4 circuits. In contrast, the square tunnel could 
accommodate up to 6 circuits. Consequently, when 
comparing the cost per circuit, the analysis revealed that 
the square tunnel was less expensive than the cylindrical 
duct bank. In summary, the cost analysis suggests that the 
cylindrical duct bank had lower overall costs, albeit with a 
higher cost per circuit compared to the square tunnel. It is 
worth emphasizing that the selection between these options 
should take into consideration not only financial aspects but 
also factors such as system performance, construction 
timelines, and other relevant considerations. 
 

Table 5. Capital cost of the duct bank per 1 km. 

Description 
Cost ($) 

Cylindrical duct 
bank 

Square tunnel 

Design  5,230 5,230 

Topographic survey 2,989 2,989 

Traffic management 10,460 10,460 

Manhole work 560,789 560,789 

Pipe jacking work 1,053,796 1,214,585 

Inner duct (RTRC) 350,269 - 

Grouting work 286,611 - 

Cable racks - 118,350 

Cable cleats - 490,137 

Pavement 23,640 23,640 

Summary cost 2,293,784 2,426,180 

Cost per circuit 573,446 404,363 

 
 

Conclusion 
This paper successfully conducted a comparative 

analysis of the capital costs and ampacity of underground 
power cables between cylindrical duct banks and square 
tunnels installations, as presented below: 

1.Simulation results obtained through the finite element 
method demonstrated that the ampacity closely aligned with 
the standards set by the Metropolitan Electricity Authority 
(MEA) in Thailand. 

2.Under non-flooding conditions, the ampacity of 
underground power cables was affected by their 
arrangement. In a cylindrical duct bank, a trefoil formation 
arrangement offered the highest current-carrying capacity. 
Conversely, a flat formation arrangement in a square tunnel 
yielded a lower current, while the trefoil arrangement in a 
square tunnel resulted in the lowest current. 

3.When flooding occurred, the arrangement's impact on 
ampacity remained significant. In a square tunnel, a flat 
formation arrangement allowed for the highest current 
capacity. On the other hand, a trefoil formation arrangement 
in a square tunnel led to a lower current capacity, whereas 
the trefoil arrangement within a cylindrical duct bank yielded 
the least current capacity. 

4.Following the standards of the Metropolitan Electricity 
Authority (MEA), electrical conduits are necessary for 
medium voltage cables. For 800 sq. mm transmission 
power cables, with six cables per circuit, a cylindrical duct 
bank could accommodate 4 circuits, while a square tunnel 
could manage 4 circuits with a flat arrangement or 6 circuits 
with a trefoil arrangement. 

5.Using a square tunnel with the pipe jacking method 
resulted in a 5.77% higher capital cost compared to 
constructing a cylindrical duct bank. However, the average 
construction cost per circuit was 29.49% lower. 
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 Because Bangkok ground level is situated 1.50 m above 
mean sea level (MSL), the duct banks are positioned at a 
minimum depth of 4 m beneath the traffic surface, therefore, 
an extended rainy season results in frequent flooding of 
underground power cables. The use of a square tunnel for 
the power cable system, thus, emerges as a feasible 
alternative. However, it is important to consider a range of 
other factors, including construction timelines, in the 
decision-making process. 
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